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Read, write, and  it.

Lesson 1

listed

heated

painted

trotted

spotted

melted

toasted

listed

The ending -ed usually means that something  
has already happened. If the root ends in d or t,  
-ed says /ed/ as in added.
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 the word that matches the picture.

roasted or rested?

acted or coasted?

weeded or waited?

crusted or rusted?

The ending -ed usually means that something has 
already happened. If the root ends in d or t, -ed says  
/ĕd/ as in added.

sanded or slanted?

listed or lifted?

hunted or handed?

nested or needed?
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Spell. Write.

  red add

 toast tank

 self melt

 spit spot

 paint pain

 hand hunt

 lift fast

 ish ed

 ed ful

 ed ish

 est ted

 ful ed

 ful ed

 ed est

added
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Yes or no?

    Yes     No

Would you be unhappy if your coat got 
spattered with paint?

If you nailed a door closed, could it  
be opened?

Have robins ever nested in a wastebasket?

Would you have grinned if your cream  
puff melted?

If you added cheese to bread, would you 
have a salad?

Would a grasshopper feel fine if it rested  
all day?

Would you tremble if you were hunted by  
a wicked robot?
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 the word that matches the picture.

planner

planted

painted

roasted

boasted

fastest

brainy

bridle

braided

trotted

trombone

trailer

crested

feasted

fainted

rusted

rested

nested

blister

twister

misted

pretend

present

printed

riddle

richest

risked

toasted 

loafers

coasted
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Pick the best word to finish each sentence.

Mel                                   in the cold hallway.

Seth wore the funny costume when he                                   
to be a clown.

The electric wires must be                                   to see if 
they are safe to use.

If you are feeling sick, you may be                                   
with a virus.

The batter wore a helmet that                                   him 
from a wild pitch.

The fastest pony is                                   to be the winner.

The students                                   stamps and put them in 
albums.

invented demanded expected

pretended infected protected

collected shivered inspected

shivered
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X it.

The silly player batted with a twisted 
tail pipe.

Rachel stared at and selected a 
velvet coat.

The deep snow melted on the  
sandy beach.

The twins hunted in the treetop for  
the lost kitten.

Mr. Baird invented a way to grow  
a candy tree.

Walter demanded his supper in  
a bowl.

Debby sketched and painted  
a model.

The tiger spotted a cool spot in  
the grass.

The helpful player toasted the 
frosted buns.

The hot sun melted the frosty 
snowman.

The twins hunted in the mist, trying  
to locate the hidden cave.

The cats spotted a rat in the hole.

The clowns sang as they lifted the 
prize painting.

Debby blended milk and eggs and 
then added nutmeg.
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Write it, using a word with -ed at the end.

listed
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